APPLICATION
The gravity Exhaust Hood is used with LGA/LCA 102-150 and LHA 090-120 units for protection against water being allowed into the system through the relief damper section.

INSTALLATION
1. Check for correct unit number on carton before opening, then check for hidden shipping damage. See list below to be sure all parts are enclosed.

   1 ea. - Hood Top
   1 ea. - Hood Side Left
   1 ea. - Hood Side Right
   1 ea. - Hardware Package
       1 ea. - Installation Instruction
       6 ea. - #10 - 1/2” Sheet Metal Screws
       6 ea. - #10 - 1/2” Self Drilling Screws

2. Take the Left Hood Side and Hood Top and secure together with screws supplied.

3. Take the Right Hood Side and Hood Top and secure together with screws supplied.

4. Then slide the assembled hood over the gravity exhaust damper section that has already been installed. Align holes in left hood side with holes in the unit and screw in place.

   NOTE: The right hood side will overlap the side of HVAC unit.